In this note we shall show that a Lusin set is so thin that it can be used to construct several illuminating examples for probability.
I. Notation. In this paper a Lusin set will be understood to be an uncountable subset fi of the interval /= [0, l] such that if Fis a first category subset of /, then QP\Fis, at most, a countable set or, equivalently, if {y,} is a countable dense subset of I and } e<} is a sequence of positive numbers, then Ü -\JN(yi, e¡) is countable, where N(y, e) = I(~\(y -e/2, y + e/2). By a universally measurable set we shall mean a subset E of Rl such that if ß is a nonatomic probability measure on the Borel subsets (Bo of R1, then h*(E)=ijl*(E).
A set E is universally measurable if, and only if, every homeomorphism <£ of R1 carries E onto a set 4>{E) which is Lebesgue measurable. A universal null set is a universally measurable set which is mapped into a Lebesgue null set by all homeomorphisms.
Since it imposes no real restriction to suppose that a probability measure on (Bo is nonatomic, henceforth we do so suppose. Finally, denote by (B the Borel subsets ßAS, BE<$>o, of Û, i.e., (B = (Bo|fl.
II. The Borel measurable images of a Lusin set Q are universal null sets. Notice that Borel measurability has two possible interpretations in the preceding assertion.
(1) If / is a (Bi-measurable function on I, then/(Q) is a universal null set in Rl, where (Bi = (Bo|/.
(2) If / is a (B-measurable function on 0, then/(S2) is a universal null set.
For continuous / these statements have long been verified (e.g. [3, p. 528]); but, for Borel measurable/ they seem to have gone unnoticed. Toward their verification let us first recall [3, pp. 399-400] that there is a first category subset P oí I such that /i =/| h is continuous where I\ = I-P. Let {y,} be a countable dense subset of Ji and £>0. Then \yi\ is dense in fi and, recalling that ju is nonatomic, there is a sequence e< of positive numbers such that ^(/i(Q,)) <e-2~* where Qi = hr\N(yi, e,). Let <2 = U¿C< and P1 = h-Q. The set F -PKJP-i is seen to be a first category subset of / and, hence, FC\Çl is countable which implies that ji(/(FPiO))=0. Moreover, since Q-FCQ, MQi)=f(Qi), and M(U/i(Q,))£É/x(/i(Q<))<e we have ju(/(íí -F)) =0 and assertion (1) is established. Although minor changes in notation will yield (2), perhaps it is better to put them down: There is a first category subset P of ß ([3, pp. 399-400]) such that/i=/| Ii is continuous where I1 = Q-P. Let {y¡} be a countable dense subset of 1%, e>0, and {«,■} satisfy n(fi(Qi)) <e-2~\ where Qi = hr\N{yi, e¿). As before the set F = P\JPi is a first category subset of ß where Q = UQi and P^h-Q.
Hence (5) The identity function j:j(x) -x, x£ß, is a (B-measurable function whose range is not an analytic set.
(6) If v is a probability measure on a separable subsigma algebra 5 of (B, then v is the restriction to SF of a probability measure on <$>.
(7) All probability measures on (B are atomic. If/is a (B-measurable function on ß, then it follows from (2) that/(ß) is a universal null set. Because an uncountable analytic set contains a perfect set and as a result, supports a non atomic probability measure, /(ß) contains no uncountable analytic set. In particular, the range of the identity function j is not an analytic set. Hence (ß, (B) is a .D-space which is not a Lusin space and (3)-(5) are established. Turning now to (6) and (7), suppose that n is a nonatomic probability measure on 3\ Let {£(0), £(1)} be a partition of ß into two sets of /¿-measure 2_1, and let \E(ii, • • • , ¿*, 0), E(h, • • • , 4,1)} be a partition of -E(*i, • • • , *'*) into two sets of /u-measure 2_w+1). Let/* be defined on ß by fk(x)= ]Ci***V(3~0 if *E-E(iii • ' • i **) and, finally, let /(*) = lim*/*(x). Then/ is a CF-measurable function on ß and it follows from [2, Lemma] that there is a ir-measurable set ßo such that ¿i(OEo) = 1 and /(£2o) is a Borel set. Because / is also (B-measurable, /(fi) is a universal null set. Hence/(£20), being a subset of a universal null set and also a Borel set, must be countable. Let {t,} be an enumeration of /(Qo). Notice that f(E(iu ■ ■ • ,t*))n/(£(ji, ' " ' .j*)) ^0
if, and only if, iP=jP, p^k. Let Ej = E(i{, • • • , íj/+i)D/-1('¿) and let £ = U3£y. Then ¿{E)^!'1 and /(fi-£)r\/(flo)=0. This contradiction establishes that there are no nonatomic probability measures on SF. The decomposition of a probability measure p on ff into its atomic and nonatomic parts represents i>asa convex combination of an atomic and a nonatomic probability measure. Since the nonatomic component of v is zero, v is atomic. Moreover, elementary measure theory tells us that each atom can be associated with a point of ß: Suppose that ÍF is generated by the sequence { F¡\ of ©-measurable sets and that v= X^»*'i> where x,->0, X^« = l> an<^ tne v>'s are mutually singular two-valued probability measures on 3\ Let £;£fij { F,-, Vi(Fj) = 1} and letX be defined on (B byX(£) = X)«;J)(£Bi*<.
Then X is an extension of v to (B.
IV. Borel images and measure. Recalling a construction of a Cantor set of positive Lebesgue measure in I reminds us that any Borel probability measure on I lies on a first category subset of I. This latter fact can be interpreted to say that if 4> is a nondecreasing function from I into I, then there is a first category subset F oí I such that the Lebesgue measure wî(</>(!-F)) =0. The technique applied to establish (1) permits us to claim results of which the following is an instance.
(8) If & is Borel measurable on a separable metric space M, then there is a first category subset F oí M such that m(b(M-F))=0.
